
THE BIGGEST APPLICATIONS ECOSYSTEM
FOR YOUR BUSINESS



BACKUP

FactoryCLOUD, has a cloud based Backup system, that allows protecting 
the databases and sales statistics data of your Point of Sales systems, 
by having daily automated copies on Amazon servers & providing an 
administration platform to manage them. It stores one copy for every 
day of the last week, the last day of the last 6 months and the last day of 
every year. 
It also allows to load on Cloud a product pictures gallery, Excel files for 
being accessible at the Point of Sales systems, as well as giving access 
to our extense image gallery hosted at FactoryCLOUD.

It is perfectly embedded on FactoryPOS & FactoryKIOSK.

FactoryPOS is our Point of Sales application, ready to be installed on any 
Android device (Smartphones, PDA, Tablets, POS) & Windows devices. 

FactoryPOS registers & controls in a very easy way the users, sales data,  
sales statistics & stocks. 

Is a multilanguage application (translated into 24 languages) & multi-
region (adapted to the fiscal regulations of 46 countries and regions) it 
perfectly fits to the needs of Hospitality & Retail businesses. 

It can be installed as standalone or in a network with other Android ter-
minals. It can connect with payment gateways. It can connect to multiple 
peripherals and to the rest of our Applications Ecosystem.

When it is connected to FactoryCLOUD, you can easily access to the Setup 
and Statistics analysis modules. But it can also work as autonomus, spe-
cially for those customers where the internet connection is not possible.

FactoryPOS has the following functionality:

• Creation and Edition of 
basic databases

• Sales registration
• Receipt & Invoices printing
• Cash management
• Daily close procedures
• X and Z reporting
• Basic and Advanced statis-

tics

• Tables management
• Ordering terminals
• Excel import & export
• Adapted to any kind of POS 

peripherals
• Kitchen printers
• Connected to FactoryKDS 

(Kitchen displays)
• Embedded backup system



FactoryPOS allows the connection of multiple peripherals to the point of 
sales terminal:

• Receipts & kitchen printer
• Weighing scales
• Barcode readers
• Cash drawers
• NFC/RFID/iButton readers
• Bank cards payment terminals
• Automated cash recyclers

It can work with peripherals connected through a variety of ports, such as 
serial, USB, bluetooth, as well as wifi & ethernet network.

Available in 24 languages.

Adaptapted to 46 countries & regions.

Compatible with over 200 peripheral & 
device models.

Certified on POS terminals from the 
manufacturers market’s leaders: 

Sunmi, Imin, Posbank, Poslab.



FactoryCLOUD is our cloud-based back-office that works in connection 
with our Point of Sales applications.

The data is accessible from any web browser on any device. 

It provides a multi-company & multi-store working environment that 
allows managing small companies and companies with multiple outlets. 
In order to make it more accessible, it is available in 24 languages and it 
selfs adapts to any kind of devices. 

FactoryCLOUD has several modules, allowing to any customer selecting 
only the ones he needs. The modules can be activated any time.

These are the specifications of each one of the modules:

FactoryCLOUD/Statistics:
This module allows receiving the sales statistics from one or multiple 
shops every 20 minutes as well as the end of day reports (both Financial 
and Employees report).
The information can be directly checked at the web browser accessing to 
all the historical information stored.

FactoryCLOUD/Setup:
This module allows the cloud-based databases setting for FactoryPOS & 
FactoryKIOSK. You can create and edit the employees, products & fami-
lies, images and price levels databases.
The data synchronization with the point of sales applications will be 
made unattended and automatically.

FactoryCLOUD/Backup:
The backup copies of a Point of Sales system are critical on any installa-
tion. Our solution to the problem is this module. A backup system hosted 
at the Cloud completely automated and managed from any web-browser, 
providing copies for each day of last week, last day of last 6 months and 
last day of every year.

FactoryCLOUD/Fiscal:
This module activates the Fiscal link in those countries like Costa Rica, 
Chile, Panama, Mexico & Basque Country where the receipts & invoices 
produced at the Point of Sales system must have an online validation on 
real-time by the tax authorities.
It is fully integrated with FactoryPOS & FactoryKIOSK.



FactoryKIOSK is our Point of Sales application that can be 
installed on large display Android kiosks or in unattended 
terminals, allowing the customers place the orders by 
themselves. It has a friendly and easy to use interface, in 
multiple languages, showing only the required options for 
every business. It can also process the electronic payments. 
It can work as standalone or connected in a network with 
other terminals with FactoryKIOSK or FactoryPOS.

FactoryDISPLAY allows showing at the Point of Sales 
system secondary display, information about the 
current sale and promotional images and videos. 
It can be used on embedded second displays or on 
external Android tablets.

FactoryKDS is our kitchen displays system, that works connected 
to our Point of Sales applications. It’s hosted at our cloud server & 
requires the FactoryCLOUD/Setup module.
FactoryKDS and the rest of displays can be used on any device with 
Google Chrome regardless the operating system. It controls an un-
limited number of displays. It distinguishes between preparation, 
delivery and orders pickup. It can also be used as a queue mana-
gement system on connection with the Point of Sales system.



FactoryHUB is our aggregator for external online ordering applica-
tions.
It’s hosted in our cloud and works as the online orders reception 
center, and organizes the realtime sending to 
all the stores using FactoryPOS to process those 
orders. 

Each business can configure with which applica-
tions is connected and allows you to manage both 
schedules as other options that allow adapt the 
operation of FactoryPOS with the external order 
system. 

FactoryCLOUD allows to centralize the  products 
setup, organizing those products into families and 
subfamilies, images, details of the products, high 
resolution images and list of prices. Can be set 
independently for each of the client’s stores, faci-
litating the increase of visibility of the products 
depending, for example, on the location geogra-
phic center.

FactoryCLOUD shows in a screen all the received 
orders at FactoryHUB.

FactoryORDER is our online order application that interacts direct-
ly with FactoryCLOUD databases.
It is available as a web application (does not require the installa-
tion of any application on the customer’s mobile terminal) and 
adapts to mobile terminals, tablets, iPads and desktop browsers.

It allows four modes of operation:
• Home delivery orders
• Pickup orders
• On table orders
• Digital menu

It is a multi-language solution in which the user can 
choose between the available product languages in the 
cloud.

The application allows the payment of orders directly at 
the time of completing the order or paying them in the 
order delivery process.

Access to FactoryORDER can be done through a 
web link and also through QR codes (especially 
for the operating mode of orders at the table).

In clients with a significant number of stores, 
an application can be supplied in Android and 
IOS that would be available in the App Store and 
Google Play.



FRIENDLY 
The software configuration process is easy and guided. Any 
user can setup, learn and use the applications without having 
a previous training and the needed support is really small.

VERSATILE 
Bars, restaurants, bakeries, cloth shops, food shops, general retail. The 
applications can be adapted to multiple sales environments.

CONNECTED 
With only one terminal or multiple terminals network con-
nected. Printers, cash drawers, customer displays, barcode 
readers, weighing scales, magnetic stripe readers, NFC, 
payment terminals, etc.



FRIENDLY

Today’s retail and hospitality businesses are changing. The customers and shop owners have the technology at their service to simplify each process.Our appli-
cations allows the company to receive their orders on many ways and from many channels:

• They can register their sales on their POS terminals with FactoryPOS.
• They can take the orders on mobile terminals with FactoryPOS.
• The customers can place their orders on self-ordering kiosks with FactoryKIOSK.
• The customers can view their orders on displays with FactoryDISPLAY as well as promotions with multimedia files.
• The customers can place their orders directly using FactoryORDER.

Once the order is received, it can internally be processed with the rest of our 
applications:

• The preparation can be controlled with FactoryKDS.
• The order delivery and pickup can be also organized with FactoryKDS.
• You can also organize the queue management with FactoryKDS.

Once the order process is finished, the shop owner can control his business: 

• Using FactoryCLOUD, you can verify the sales of one or multiple 
outlets on any device with a web-browser, anytime, anywhere. You 
can manage your databases, change prices, and through the backup 
service you can be sure that your data is safe.



MODULAR
From the simplest operation to the most powerful 
options, our software allows you to add functionalities 
adapted to the needs of the business.

UPDATED
Our solution is updated regularly with new and interesting 
functionalities as well as future optional modules.

GLOBAL
Sold in 46 countries & regions. Translated into 24 languages. 
It allows multiple currencies and product descriptions in 
several languages.



PAYMENT DEVICES

Our applications can also interact with payment terminals, to process the payments through electronic media with payment gateways: Traditional credit cards 
(VISA, MASTERCARD...), new electronic payments (Apple Pay, Google Pay, ...) and certain countries payments (WeChat Pay, Alipay, MIR, ...). The availability 
depends on each market.

In some countries it is not possible to develop an interface with payment gateways, in other countries there are some payment gateways connected with our 
applications and in some others we don’t have any payment gateway connected, but we can study the viability on interfacing any Payment gateway, through an 
agreement of the terms and conditions for the development.

The devices can be connected in many ways and generally they are provided by the Payment gateway. Our current applications that can be connected through 
Payment gateways are: FactoryPOS & FactoryKIOSK. 

The latest generation of Android SmartPOS payment terminals suppose one step forward on payment technologies. Due to that reason, we have developped 
FactoryGATEWAY as a tool that enables the connection between any Point of Sales application with the SmartPOS terminal, through a simple connection API. 



DISTRIBUTION NETWORK

All our applications are sold through distribution channels, selecting on 
each country (according to country’s size) one or two Wholesalers with their 
own resellers network. Our partner is taking care of the first level support 
for his resellers and customers and we provide the second level support as 
well as all the required online training. We use online collaboration tools 
like Slack, Google Chat or Microsoft Teams, to establish a communication 
channel with each partner. 

We also offer training to our partners using standard video communica-
tion tools like Skype or Microsoft Teams. As our applications 
have been designed as very easy to learn, setup and use, the 
required aftersales support is small and easy to handle. 
We also provide free software licenses to our partners, for 
testing, for their showroom, for exhibitions, events, etc.

Our applications are sold on SaaS mode with a monthly or 
annual fee. We have a cloud-based licenses control portal.



SPECIAL PROJECTS

We have developed projects in cooperation with hardware manufacturers, in order that the application is pre-installed and licensed at the factory and it works 
in perfect combination with the hardware. We can sell our applications on an OEM business model. We can customize the application logo, the colours We can 
customize the application logo, color palette and even all the application icons to show the desired image in each project. Let us know the size of your project, the 
specific requirements required and the implementation plan to find the best way to reach an agreement.

We have developed projects with payment entities, where they offer store owners a complete solution, 
which includes Point of Sale hardware, Point of Sale software, payment terminals and additional 
applications. We have customized our Point of Sale applications to be able to sell them by modu-
les. In this way, the store owner only uses the modules he needs, which makes the project even 
simpler. We have created interfaces to link the ERP applications of other companies.

Most of our applications offer a connection API so that other software manufacturers 
can use them as part of their software packages, with their own brand and logos. If you 
need to connect a special device or have a specific module, explain us your plan!

If you are interested in developing a specific project, please contact us, we can adapt 
and customize our solution to the needs of your project.



APPLICATIONS ADAPTED TO INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

Our software applications are made for you. You have to easily understand how to use them, in your own language. We have translated our applications into more 
than 20 languages. You can select the language interface you are most comfortable with, regardless of the country’s official language, since receipts will appear in the 
official language. Our software provides online Help, using the Gitbook platform, which allows us to show on every screen all the procedures that can be performed or 
even functional videos. If any of our partners is interested in translating online help into their own language, we give you full access to the Gitbook platform.

Adding a new language is very simple. We provide an Excel file and our partner interested in having that new language in our applications, has the possibility of per-
forming the translation. As easy as this. Our software can also use the language of your employees and customers. It is possible to display the names of the products 
in different languages in the kitchen, but also to your customers, FactoryPOS and FactoryKIOSK, can display the products in as many languages as necessary. We can 
print the names of the products in several languages at the same time, so that it is easy to understand. When we adapt it to new markets, we create in our system 
what we call a new “Region”, where we configure by default the language, the accepted currencies, the allowed payment methods and the taxes.

Finally, we adapt the software to the country’s tax regulations. Currently our applications are adapted to 46 countries and regions. We have experience with different 
fiscal regulations: fiscal printers, fiscal boxes, exports of fiscal data, electronic invoices, etc. If we have to add a new country with a specific tax regulation, we must 
make a plan together with our partner to determine the effort necessary to carry out the new 
implementation.



Do you need more information about us?

Visit www.factorypos.com or send us an email info@factorypos.com
download a 30 days free demo of FactoryPOS

FactoryPAY

FactoryPOS FactoryKIOSK

FactoryHUB

FactoryDISPLAYFactoryKDS

FactoryORDER

FactoryCLOUD

Factory
GATEWAY



 
Commercial information: info@factorypos.com

Technical support: support@factorypos.com

 


